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Following the ouster of presidents Ben Ali and Mubarak, Tunisia and Egypt are at a 

historical juncture. On the one hand, there is the opportunity to build a civil democracy based 

on the rule of law. On the other, regime reproduction and continuity under new guises is still a 

real possibility. Dealing with past crimes through truth, justice and accountability is a key 

element in their political transition process. In both countries, there have been urgent calls to 

establish the facts about crimes and hold their perpetrators responsible, to compensate victims 

and restore their dignity, and to put an end to ongoing human rights violations. 

This public pressure has prompted official action over the past year. Tunisian and Egyptian 

interim authorities have taken ad hoc ‘transitional justice’ measures “to confront the 

wrongdoings of [the] repressive predecessor regime” (Teitel 2003, S. 69).1  To be sure, most 

measures, taken so far (if at all) have been more symbolic than effective. But they already 

matter. Together with the accompanying public discourse, policy (in-)action now can set 

normative and institutional precedents for future transitional justice efforts in Tunisia and 

Egypt. 

Domestic policy discourse in both countries increasingly uses the term ‚transitional justice’ in 

its literal French and Arabic translation. But what confronting the wrongdoings of the past 

regime really means in terms of policy content is only gradually taking shape. As this paper 

argues, this is a highly divisive, politically and normatively contested process. And it is both 

deeply embedded in and an expression of the dynamic context of domestic political 

transformation. Accordingly, while transitional justice policy discourse and processes deal 

                                                           
1
 ‘Transitional justice’ circulates widely in scholarly and policy communities to describe a range of approaches 

and mechanisms to deal with past crimes in transition states. These include trials, amnesties and pardons, truth 

commissions, lustration and vetting, reparations, as well as institutional and legal reforms (Olsen, Payne & 

Reiter 2010). 



with broadly similar issues in both countries, the immediate outlook on transitional justice in 

Tunisia is more according to textbook than in Egypt.   

This paper begins by providing a brief overview of the differing political contexts in which 

transitional justice policy discourse and processes take place in Tunisia and Egypt. It then 

compares and contrasts the overall political discourse about dealing with past crimes in both 

countries as well as recent factual developments in two selected issue areas of transitional 

justice: criminal accountability and truth seeking. Findings are based on document analysis of 

print and online media and a series of elite interviews conducted from January to February 

2012.  

Context 

Given the widely different context and preliminary outcomes of the political transition 

process in Tunisia, transitional justice has progressed further and perhaps more sincerely here 

than in Egypt.  

Both interim governments have been operating in a precarious political environment over the 

past year. Issues of legitimacy meant that their room for manoeuvre against former regime 

loyalists has been inherently limited for most of the time. However, Tunisian authorities have 

apparently made more out of it than their Egyptian counterparts, which is perhaps an early 

indication of greater political will for change. For example, while both countries’ interim 

leadership has dissolved the former state parties early on into transition, the Tunisian 

caretaker government has formally excluded former higher-ranking party members from 

candidacy in the elections to the constituent assembly at their very inception in March 2011 

(TAP 2011).
2
 In Egypt, by contrast, official political exclusion of former NPD members was 

reluctant and belated, only days before parliamentary elections when candidates had long 

registered (Shams El-Din 2011; SIS 2011).
3
  

Reflecting the status quo of political transition, the current outlook on transitional justice for 

both countries diverges greatly. Given relative regime continuity, Egypt is most likely to 

continue to deal with the most egregious crimes of Mubarak’s regime on an ad hoc basis, if at 

all. By contrast, Tunisia may soon have a comprehensive strategy and official institutions for 

                                                           
2 Despite some notorious exceptions, such as Kamel Morjane, a long-serving ex-minister under Ben Ali who ran 

and won on the ticket of his own party L’initiative, enforcement of the relevant provisions under the electoral 

law has overall deterred key former RCD officials from electoral candidacy. 
3 In reaction Egyptian activists have taken the matter of political exclusion of former NPD members into their 

own hands. For example, “Emsek Feloul” or “Catch a remnant” has been tracking former NPD members across 

the country, in a bid to name and shame them in the run-up to elections. 



transitional justice in place. This has to do with the genuine transfer of political power that 

occurred here in late 2011. Under the new political leadership of the formerly banned and 

ferociously persecuted Islamist party El Nahda, authorities are currently deliberating the 

parameters of an institutionalised long-term transitional justice process. An especially 

designated ministry for human rights and transitional justice is facilitating and coordinating 

this process (Zaibi 2012).  Egypt, by contrast, has not witnessed similarly profound political 

and institutional changes. Instead, there has been considerable political stagnation under the 

Supreme Council of Armed Forces (SCAF), which makes no secret of its strong ties to 

Mubarak’s regime and faces mounting public criticism for tolerating if not fuelling violent 

confrontations between Egyptian protesters and security forces. Accordingly, the primary 

focus in Egypt now is on revealing the truth behind ongoing violence and to identify and deal 

with their instigators in order to stop ongoing civilian casualties and human rights abuse 

(Fahmy 2012). Thus, from an Egyptian standpoint, tough longer-term policy choices facing 

Tunisians these days, such as whether transitional justice should cover the entire time period 

since independence or only that under the former president, may seem like a distant luxury 

(Bouazra 2012a).  

Discourse 

Despite similarities, the dynamics of public discourse about transitional justice vary between 

both countries, in correspondence to the prevailing political force field.   

Perhaps the key shared feature of dominant pro-transitional justice discourse in both countries 

is the overriding emphasis on dealing with systemic corruption and economic crimes in 

connection with human rights violations including torture, disappearances, and intimidation of 

regime opponents. All interviewees shared the view that both types of abuse are so intimately 

connected that one cannot be effectively addressed without due consideration for the other. 

Such framing of ‘transitional justice’ is particularly noteworthy because it contrasts with the 

prevailing assumption in the traditional academic literature and advocacy that transitional 

justice should deal mainly, if not exclusively, with past civil and political human rights 

violations (Carranza 2008). With this in mind, it is more comprehensible that the trial against 

Mubarak, his sons and closest aides combines charges on corruption and economic crimes 

with charges on the premeditated killing of protesters. And in Tunisia, a network of domestic 

civil society organisations, the Coordination nationale indépendante pour la justice 

transitionnelle, has recently proposed a draft law on transitional justice that would entail the 



creation of a truth commission to deal with both systemic corruption and human rights 

violations since independence (Bouazra 2012b). 

Beyond this important similarity, policy discourse has taken on different dynamics in Egypt 

and Tunisia.  Not only is the focus in Egyptian policy discourse about transitional justice 

much more on the present than in Tunisia, given that civilian casualties and human rights 

violations are still occurring. Also, there is a mounting conflict between the SCAF and other 

political forces over the way forward.  Calls for immediate handover of power from the 

military council to a civilian authority are growing louder. New campaigns that link political 

demands with transitional justice demands have been born. For example, in “3askar 

Kaziboun”, or “military liars” activists arrange spontaneous public viewings of videos 

showing protesters that have been wounded since the ouster of Mubarak. Accordingly, 

discourse on transitional justice is increasingly divided between two extremes, the “third 

party” and the “martyr” discourse.  Since the Maspero violence in particular, which erupted 

during a protest march of mostly Coptic protesters in October 2011, the SCAF has actively 

cultivated a "third party" discourse through its public statements and the state media. It 

blames unknown, potentially foreign-sponsored “third parties” rather than members of the 

regime for any trouble that arises. It also justifies ongoing human rights violations in terms of 

its superior goal to provide protection against these "third parties".  In parallel, the “martyr” 

discourse of opposing political forces has hardened. Rallying around the cause of the martyrs, 

a critical mass of protesters calls for unrelenting justice and retribution. They are vowing to 

keep the revolution alive until perpetrators are brought to trial and martyr’s relatives receive 

‘just’ financial compensation (Khazbak 2012).  

By contrast, in Tunisia there has been an opposite shift in policy discourse towards a 

markedly more conciliatory and pragmatic tone. Whereas the political coalition leader El 

Nahda actively campaigned for thorough accountability and justice (“mu7asba”) against 

wrongdoers in the run up to elections, it has toned down its language significantly once it 

assumed political office, to seek reconciliation (“musala7a”). However, not all opinion leaders 

among civil society have quite followed this shift in discourse yet. A variant of the Egyptian 

“martyr” discourse coexists, which equally draws strength from the anger and frustration of 

the revolution’s victims and their relatives with lagging public financial and other recognition 

for their sacrifice and suffering (Ghribi 2011). Moreover, suspicions linger as to the real 

motives behind El Nahda’s recent policy discourse and action. Critics caution that party 

leadership, now that it holds the reins of interim coalition government, may prove either 



unwilling or incapable to take Ben Ali regime remnants head on. Along these lines, the 

creation of the new ministry for human rights and transitional justice would be less a sign of 

El Nahda’s unwavering support for transitional justice but an ominous attempt to dominate it 

for their own political ends.  

Recent developments in the areas of criminal accountability and truth seeking  

A comparative account of developments in Tunisia and Egypt in two selected areas of 

transitional justice - criminal accountability and truth seeking – serves to highlight the 

important parallels between the challenges of dealing with past crimes in both countries. But 

approaches to these challenges vary between Tunisia and Egypt due to the specificities of 

their evolving institutional and political context.  

Criminal Accountability and Justice 

In both countries, a plethora of legal procedures have been initiated against the former 

presidents Hosni Mubarak and Ben Ali, their close family as well as senior aides. But existing 

judicial structures are have worked slowly if at all, leading to widespread public 

disenchantment. Judicial bias and disregard for due process are a serious concern in both 

countries. Fears are that without serious reforms of the justice sector, the guilty will continue 

to at best, get away with mild sentences and at worst, escape punishment only to continue 

with subversive activities.  

The most fundamental difference in the approach to criminal accountability and justice lies in 

the contrasting role of military justice in the transition process of Egypt and Tunisia. Whereas 

in Egypt, military justice has been instrumentalised to shore up regime continuity following 

the ouster of Mubarak, in Tunisia, it has effectively become the primary mechanism to deal 

with sensitive transitional justice cases. 

In post-revolution Egypt, military justice has primarily been used by SCAF as a means to 

silence the opposition. Under the emergency law, more than 12000 civilians have already 

been sent to swift military trials with no right to defense or appeal, often on blatantly false 

charges. Famous cases include human rights activists Alaa Abdel Fattah and blogger Maikel 

Nabil. By contrast, transitional justice type cases such as charges against authorities for the 

killing of protesters are primarily treated by the established criminal justice system. This 

includes the trial against Mubarak and his closest allies as well as trials against average police 

officers facing legal charges for physical assault or murder of protesters.  What is more, 



where criminal procedures reveal highly incriminating findings against former leaders, these 

may be referred to military courts in order to avoid serious consequences. An example for this 

is the criminal court case on the telecommunication cut during the revolution. When in a 

confidential testimony the accused telecommunication companies identified the high-ranking 

official who had ordered the cut, the case was first stalled for months then referred to military 

justice - a legal dead-end (ANHRI 2012). 

In Tunisia, by contrast, there appears to be greater public trust in the neutrality and 

effectiveness at of military justice than there is in the regular justice system. The 

establishment of a military court of appeal in September 2011 has contributed to this. An 

exemplary post-revolution case where a military tribunal has upheld freedom of expression 

has been the acquittal of Samir Feriani in September 2011. The former senior official at the 

Ministry of Interior had been arrested in May 2011 because of his press statements accusing 

colleagues of their involvement in the killing of protestors and of the destruction of classified 

documents. Moreover, a number of sensitive transitional justice cases including all those 

relative to the martyrs and wounded of the revolution have been referred to military justice 

(M. 2011). The legal grounds for their referral are endangerment of the security of the state 

and/or involvement of military personnel. But many believe lacking trust in the regular 

judicial system to be the true reason behind the referral of the transitional justice caseload to 

military tribunals. However, the growing importance of military tribunals in transitional 

justice at the expense of the regular justice system is no quick fix or ready solution. Not only 

do the mills of military justice grind slowly, too, much to public dismay. But also legal 

experts warn of the inherent risks of continuing on this extraordinary path to transitional 

justice by default into the long run. They warn of probable crowding-out effects on justice 

sector reform, which would in turn delay progress at strengthening the rule of law, a core 

pillar of democratic politics (Gherairi 2012). 

Truth Seeking 

In both Tunisia and Egypt truth seeking about past human rights violations has so far focussed 

on the immediate past, on the revolutionary period. Inquiries into the more distant past are 

hampered by the fact that state security files are hard to come by. To date activities in this 

area have focused more on fact-finding and documentation rather than forward-looking 

analysis of their structural causes. In both countries, official activities are complemented by 

individual civil society initiatives to investigate violations of the rights of specific victim 



groups. Nevertheless, preliminary outputs of the process have overall been of a more 

comprehensive and independent nature in Tunisia than in Egypt.  

In Tunisia, two separate commissions – one to investigate corruption and economic crimes 

under Ben Ali and the other to investigate human rights abuse in the period from 17
th

 of 

December 2010 to 14
th

 of January 2011 - have been working since February 2011 to 

document cases throughout the country, conducting on-site visits and hearings. Membership 

of these commissions included civil society and academia. While the commission 

investigating abuse has not yet issued a final report due to capacity reasons (the majority of its 

original members have gone into politics), the commission on corruption has. Also, a couple 

of hundred cases of corruption have been transferred to the public prosecutor, many of which 

implicating Ben Ali and his entourage. In addition, there have been CSO initiatives to 

investigate wrongdoings against particular population groups such as the “commission 

enquête et verité” of the Association Tunisienne des femmes democrates (AFTD), which has 

reached out specifically to women in the region of Thala. Both the formal and the informal 

commissions have worked with the declared goal to lay the foundation for a future 

comprehensive truth seeking effort under a national “truth commission”. 

In Egypt the task of documenting and analysing civilian casualties and other human rights 

abuse since the onset of the revolution has been approached in a much less systematic, 

independent or transparent way through ad hoc official fact-finding missions. For example, a 

swift fact-finding mission consisting of a government-appointed panel of judges concluded 

investigations into killings and abuse during the revolution within two months. The official 

report concluded that at least 846 people had been killed and more than 6400 wounded. But 

the results of other SCAF-led investigations into recent events have not been made public at 

all for example concerning Maspero, the storming of the Israeli embassy, and the violent 

clashes in Mohamed Mahmoud Street and Abbasseya. Narrow membership and secrecy 

surrounding fact-finding missions inhibit their public legitimacy and fuel allegations of 

SCAF’s complicity. In reaction, civil society leaders have been conducting their own 

investigations as for example in the case of Maspero and increasingly look to the African 

Commission on Human and People’s Rights for justice (Fahmy 2011; Shams El-Din 2012). 

Conclusion 

To conclude, there are clear parallels between the transitional justice issues facing Tunisia and 

Egypt as part of their political transition. In both countries, there is an articulated need to 



establish the facts about crimes and hold their perpetrators responsible, to recognize 

victimhood and to put an end to ongoing human rights violations. However, these play out in 

fundamentally different political and institutional contexts triggering different dynamics of 

policy discourse and process. While these have been messy in both countries, signs from 

Tunisia are more encouraging as its political transition process is taking a discernably 

democratic direction. This underlines that transitional justice policy discourse and processes 

are both deeply embedded in and an expression of the dynamic context of domestic political 

transformation.  
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